
Debut Novelist Set To Challenge Best Sellers
Lists
First time author crashes onto the scene with high concept
thriller tackling terrorism and religious extremism.

LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM, January 4, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Jean-Michel Desire has just launched
his writing career in grand style by winning a publishing
contract with Mirador Publishing. His debut novel, Fantasy
Man, is a high concept thriller worthy of Dan Brown or Ken
Follett and tackles the biggest issues of all. With the world
currently facing a series of unprecedented events, it seems
that Desire’s new novel has been ripped straight from
tomorrow’s headlines.
It takes a brave author to tackle religious extremism and
New World Order at any time but for debut novelist, Jean-
Michel Desire is setting the stakes high with Fantasy Man.
This high octane thriller concerns a megalomaniac who
would give James Bond pause and goes on to examine the
effects of religious extremism and terrorism in a way which
demands the reader to re-examine their own
preconceptions. 
Except for a serendipitous accident, Fantasy Man may
never have seen the light of day. Recovering at home
following a bad fall which resulted in a triple fracture of his
ankle, Jean-Michel set about writing the book he had
always wanted to bring to life.  
“We were delighted to receive this book,” said Sarah Luddington, Mirador Publishing’s Commissioning
Editor. “Jean-Michel is clearly a brave author who is asking if terrorism is ever justified. Not an easy
subject matter for a debut author.”
Already the critics are spotting this book as something special. With the highly respected Book
Reviewer saying, “It’s a story that pulls together ancient and modern concepts of magic and science
and has some marvellous plot twists which all combine at the end to give the reader a sense of hope.”
And The Book Blogger commenting, “The sense of threat is a constant and makes this a page-turner.”
Fantasy Man is published by Mirador Publishing and is available through all good bookshops or online
retailers.
Mirador Publishing can be contacted at press@miradorpublishing.com
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